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The Honorable David M. Beasley
Govemor of South Carolina
State House
Post Office Box I1369
Columbia, South Carolina 2921 |
Dear Governor Beasley;
As the new Director of the South Carolina Departrnent of Corrections, it is my pleasure to submit to you this report for
the period ofJuly l,1994 to June 30, 1995.
The Department of Corrections continues to be affected by many factors--a growing inmate population which is younger
and more violent, together with security staff shortages. Throughout the year, we have, however, maintained the
custody and control of our inmate population.
I attribute this accomplishment to our uniformed personnel--the Correctional Officers who put their lives on the line on a
daily basis. Working in a very stressful and potentially volatile environment at salaries lower than other law
enforcement personnel, our officers have nonetheless maintained order in our state prisons.
As you are very much aware, recent legislation and citizenawareness have centered on crime, and mandated changes are
having an impact on our inmate population. We know that the general public wants protection from the ofiender,
offender accountability, e-ffective offender programming, and offender restitution. the public also wants increased input
into the Criminal Justice System.
As a result' the South Carolina Department of Corrections has taken a new direction in its operation. The Agency's
number one priority is "public safety." Our goals are to protect the public, our employees and the offenders, to develop
a staff committed to fiscal responsibility, and to prepare the offender for community re-enfiy.
I anticipate greater pressures on the Department of Corrections as new laws and compliance requirements are imposed.
As Director, I am confident that both uniformed staff and the leadership of the Agency will continue to uphold the
highest standards in operating our state's correctional system as we face new challenges.
This report contains information on the Department's statutory authority, history, correctional institutions, personnel,
programs, and the inmate population (including extensive statistical data). We hope it will be informative and useful to
you, to Members of the General Assembly, and to others who require information about South Carolina's prison
operations.
Michael W. Moore
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Mrssrox Srnrnnmxr
It is the mission of the South Carolina Department of Corrections to:
Protect the public by operating a safe, secure, and humane state prison system, and in accordance with statutory and
constitutional mandates, provide offenders under its jurisdiction with opportunities to become productive law-abiding
citizens.
What the public requires from the South Carolina Department of Corrections:
. Protection from the Offender
. OffenderAccountabilitv
. Effective Offender Programming
. Communiw Service and Restitution
. Increased input into the Criminal Justice System
The South Carolina Department of Correction's Goals:
. To protect the public, employees, and offenders
. To develop a staffcommitted to professionalism and fiscal responsibility
. To prepare the offenders for community re-entry
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OUR VISION
To be the best Corrections Agency in the nation providing a balance of services to both the public and the offenders.
OUR VALUES
Professionalism
We are committed to excellent performance in every aspect of our work. As primary goals, we pursue efficiency and
effectiveness in our services and quality in our work, recognizing the essential role of two-way communication in th.
successful achievement of these goals.
Respect for the Individual
We uphold the dignity of each individual and recognize that the success of the organization is dependent upon the
combined efforts and contributions of each person. We are committed to ensuring that everyone is treated with courtesy,
understanding, and respect.
Ethical Behavior
We expect honesty, integrity, and moral behavior as essential parts of our performance, both on and off the job. We
recognize that our effectiveness is directly dependent upon the trust which we earn through ethical behavior.
Openness to Change
We accept change as a positive force. We view our daily working environment as one which not only accepts, but
requires, informed risk taking and change. We adapt not only to changing technologies and opportunities, but also to the
changing needs of those we serve.
A Safe and Positive Environment
We are committed to providing a safe and positive environment. We affirm the right of each individual to a clear sense
of Agency direction, proper recognition for accomplishments, and encouragement with opportunity for personal and
professional development.
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(As Announced through December 31, 1995)
Headquarters
Director... .............Michae1W. Moore*
Executive Assistant ............Sandra S. Jeffcoat
Office of Executive Affairs** .. David Jordan
Office of General Counsel........ ..................Larry C. Batson
Executive Assistant, Legal Settlements & Compliance Vacant*
Division Director of Inspections, Safety, and Inmate Affairs ........ Blake E. Taylor, Jr.
Division Director of Internal Affairs** .....Alan L. Waters*
Division Director of Internal Audits.......... ....John A. Davis
Division Director of Operational Review**. Dan McGehee*
Deputy Director for Administration .......Sam D. O'Kelley
Administrative Services Manager ................Donna Hodges
Division Director of Budget & Planning.. ..........G1en Franz
Division Director of Engineering and Construction (Acting) .............................WiIliam H. Harmon
Division Director of Maintenance**............. ...........Wi11iam H. Harmon
Division Director of Human Resources..... .......... John Near
Division Director of Resource & Information Management..........................Dr. Lorraine T. Fowler
Division Director of Support Services........ Les G. Sweigart
Division Director of rraining & Staff Development........ ...Lew Jernigan
Deputy Director for Health Services.... .................Dr. S . Hunter Rentz*
Administrative Services Manager Theresa Jordan*
Associate Director of Medical & Professional Health Services .... Dr. Glenn Alewine*
Associate Director of Behavioral Medicine** ........ Dr. wilton Hellams*
Associate Director of Administration** .......Robert Wood*
Deputy Director for Operations............ ... Wiltiam D. Catoe
Administrative Services Manager ..... Vacant*
Division Director of Classification................ ..............Sammie D. Brown
Division Director of Inmate Operations & Control (Acting) Frances Stroker
Division Director of Security ............Kenneth D. McKellar
Division Director of Transportation Management............... Ron Mclean
Deputy Director for Program Services .... Tony Strawhorn
Administrative Services Manager ...............Betfy Robinson
Division Director of Community Services ..... Barry Mock*
Division Director of Educational Services ....................Dr. James Archie
Division Director of Industries. ......Tony Ellis
Division Director of Inmate Services** Milan O'Bradovich*
*Change from last Annual Report
**New Division created since last Annual Report
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Correctional Institutions
Appalachian Correctional Region l
Regional Director... .......Donald Eh" 
"Deputy Regional Director ......Richard S.'Lindler*
Blue Ridge WorVPre-Release Center, Warden........ James H. Whitworth
Catawba Work Center, Warden...... .............. R. Brien Ward
Cross Anchor Correctional Institution, Warden ....................Martha A. Wannamaker*
Dutchman Correctional Institution, Warden........ S. R. (Dick) Witskowski*
Givens Youth Correction Center, Warden........ ........ Stanlev M. Baldwin
Greenwood Unit at Leath, Warden................... E. Rlchard Bazzle
Leath Correctional Institution for Women, Warden........ E. Richard Bazzle
Livesay Work Center, Warden Richard Smith
McCormick Correctional Institution, Warden........ ......... Colie Rushton*
Northside Correctional Institution, Warden........ .........Robert H. Mauney
Perry Correctional Institution, Warden phoebe B. Johnson*
Coastal Correctional Region
Regional Director... L. J. Allen
Deputy Regional Director .........Robert W. Donlin
Allendale Conectional Institution, Warden........ ......... Geraldine p. Miro
Coastal Work Center, Warden...... ...............Frank A. Smith
Lieber Conectional Institution, Warden........ ..................Wi11ie Weldon*
MacDougall Correctional Institution, Warden Edsel T. Taylor
***Ridgeland Correctional Institution, Warden........ p. Douglas Taylor*
Eastern Correctional Region
Regional Director.... .................George N. Martin, III*
Deputy Regional Director ...................8enjamin Montgomery*
Evans Correctional Institution, Warden ........Robert Ward*
***Kershaw Correctional Institution..... ................... Vacant
Lee Correctional Institution, Warden .... William R. Davis*
Palmer Work Center, Warden...... ....Nathaniel Hughes, Jr.*
Turbeville Correctional Institution, Warden........ .......Ralph S. Beardsley
Wateree River Correctional Institution, Warden .John H. Carmichael. Jr.
Midlands Correctional Region
Regional Director.... ..... James L. Harvey
Deputy Regional Director Judy Anderson
Broad River Correctional Institution, Warden........ ........Charlie J. Cepak
Campbell Work Center, Warden .............Car1 J. Frederick*
Goodman Correctional Institution, Warden James D. Beam
Kirkland Correctional Institution, Warden........ ........ Laurie F. Bessinger
Lower Savannah Work Center, Warden...... ....................John H. McCall
Manning Correctional Institution, Warden........ ..............Rickie Harrison
State Park Correctional Center, Warden........ .................Terry R. Candee
Stevenson Correctional Institution, Warden........ ......... Bemard McKie*.
Trenton Correctional Institution, Warden..,..... ............George T. Hagan*
Walden Correctional Institution, Warden........ ................Ed M. McCrory
Watkins Pre-Release Center, Warden........ Carl J. Frederick
Women's Correctional Institution, Warden ...Marv B. Scott
*Change from last Annual Report
**New Division created since last Annual Report
***Not Open
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The Department is organized into four primary functional offices, or areas of responsibility: administration, health
services, operations, and program services, each of which is headed by a Deputy Director. Other specific staff functions
are attached to the Director's Office as described below.
Office of The Director
Within the office of the Director are the following specialized administative staff support divisions/offices:
Office of Executive Affairs
Conducts liaisons with governmental offices, the legislature, correctional institutions, and others as required.
Keeps the Director informed of significant legislation, programs, and procedures. Responsible for all public information,
media contacts, and public relations including the crime prevention programs and the victim-witness registration/
notification office.
Office of General Counsel
Provides legal advice to the Director and the Departrnent, and represents the Department and its employees
under prescribed circumstances in legal actions. The Office of Legal Settlements and Compliance is responsible for
monitoring compliance with the terms of any court orders or consent decrees, in particular the Plyler v. Evatt consent
decree, under which the Department is currently operating.
Division of Inspections, Safety, and Inmate Affairs
Responsible for conducting inspections of all state, county, and municipal detention facilities and enforcing
standards, fire/life safety codes, and other government regulations. The Division also provides agency-wide
coordination for the safety program. Manages the inmate grievance mechanism and furnishes general ombudsman
services for the inmate population.
Division of Internal Affairs
Conducts criminal and major administrative investigations for the agency as primary investigative arm and
functions as chief law enforcement liason with outside law enforcement in investigative matters.
Division of Internal Audits
Provides management with a protective and constructive service through an independent review, analysis, and
appraisal of: (l) financial and other operating activities and (2) the economy and efficiency with which resources are
utilized and programs are conducted.
Division of Operational Review
Administers the standards and accreditation program of the Commission on Accreditation for
Corrections/American Correctional Association for individual facilities and is responsible for developing and
implementing a system of operational reviews for individual facilities to ensure compliance of operations with policl
directives.
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Office of the Denuty Director for Administration
The Deputy Director for Adminishation directs the budgeting, planning, purchasing, food services, personnel,
financial accounting, offender records management, computer operations, and training programs throughout the
Department. These functions are carried out through seven divisions:
Division of Budget and Planning
Prepares all budget requests for submission to the Governor, Budget and Control Board, and Legislature,
reconciles expenditures with appropriations, and prepares all capital improvement plans and requests for bond approval.
Also conducts monitoring, allocation, and internal control of budgets.
Division of Engineering and Construction
Manages all phases of programming, design, and construction for all new construction and major renovation
projects.
Division of Maintenance
Has the primary responsibility for maintenance of all SCDC facilities.
Division of Human Resources
Performs all the activities associated with recruiting and hiring of employees, provides payroll and benefits,
reviews and approves classifications and compensation levels, and ensures fair and consistent employee treatment.
Division of Resource and Information Management
Manages financial accounting; offender records; offender management system; statistical analysis and
operations research; fiscal and personnel systems; network operations; telecommunications, and executive information
for policy and legislative evaluation.
Division of Support Services
Directs purchasing, contracting, food services, commissary, canteen, agricultural and dairy operations as well as
the solid waste management and recycling programs.
Division of Training and Staff Development
Provides pre-employment and in-service training for all employees, including LETA certification.
Office of the Deputy Director for Health Services
The Office of the Deputy Director for Health Services provides a full range of medical, dental and psychiatric
inmate services utilizing a managed care model. Through this office, the Department of Corrections provides 24-hour a
day, seven days a week medical coverage throughout the state.
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Division of Medical and Professional Health Services
Renders medical, dental, and psychiatric care to the inmate population. Psychiahic care is provided at Gilliam
Psychiatric Hospital and Intermediate Care Psychiatric Umbrella Units at Kirkland Conectional Institution. Dental
clinics operate throughout fifteen institutions. There are state employed physicians, dentists, nurses, pharmacists,
laboratory and x-ray personnel as well as support services. Health care services (hospitals and consulting physicians)
serve on a referral basis under contract. Nine SCDC Institutions have privatized health care under a contract with
Correctional Medical Services (CMS).
Office of the Deputy Director for Operations
The Office of the Deputy Director for Operations directs the management of all prison operations; security;
classification and vehicles throughout the prison system. Within the Office of the Deputy Director for Operations are
four regional offices for prison operations - Appalachian, Coastal, Eastern, and Midlands as well as the following
divisions and offices:
Division of Classification
Oversees unit classification at SCDC institutions, assigning inmates to appropriate housing and custody;
conducts periodic reviews of institutional adjusfinents; oversees state classification and the movement of inmates among
SCDC facilities and designated facilities; supervises inmate processing and initial classification.
Division of Inmate Operations and Control
Oversees certain activities related to the movement, status, and number of inmates in SCDC facilities and in
designated facilities, and administers the Interstate Corrections Compact. Assists in escapee apprehensions and
coordinates the return of apprehended escapees, both in state and out of state, to the control of SCDC.
Division of Security
Responsible for the Department's readiness to respond to emergency situations such as riots or hostage-taking.
This office ensures that the special response teams, e.g., Reserve Emergency Platoons, Situation Control Teams, and
Corrections Emergency Response Teams, are properly trained. This office also conducts monthly security audits of high
security institutions, is responsible for the K-9 Drug Interdiction Program, the escape apprehension unit and the security
threat group unit.
Division of Transportation Management
Responsible for the purchasing and maintenance of the Department's entire vehicle fleet, which numbers close
to 1,000. Purchases, stocks and utilizes parts and other supplies as needed to repair those vehicles. Supplies Agency
personnel with needed transportation by maintaining and scheduling the Agency's pool vehicles. Determines the need
and coordinates the sale of those vehicles ready for salvage. Assists with the supervision of the Bus Transportation
system as well. Also responsible for the purchasing and repair of the Agency's radio communications' needs.
Institutional Operations: Regional Oflices
The state has four geographical regions to facilitate management and operation of facilities. Each of the regions
is headed by a Regional Director who directs prison operations within his region. The regions are: Appalachian,
Midlands, Coastal, and Eastern. Figure 2 outlines the four regions set-up effective July l,1994.
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The Office of the Deputy Director for Program Services directs the education, industries, and community
employment programs for inmates. Defivering a broad spectrum of program services under the supervision of this office
during'this fiscal year were the following divisions:
Division of Communitv Services
Oversees the selection -O Orur"rn"nt of certain offenders on the 30-day Pre-Release, Work, Short Term Work,
and Residential Programs. Also responsible for the formulation, implementation, and interpretation of policies and
procedures that guide the agency's pre-release, and work centers, the Work Camp/Labor Crew program, and various
programs within these centers/institutions. SCDC cooperates with the South Carolina Department of Probation, parole,
and Pardon Services in the supervision of inmates released to that entity. Also, effective April and May, 1995, oversees
the Shock Incarceration and Youthful Offender Act prosrams.
Division of Educational Services
Administers and provides academic, literacy, vocational, special and career education and library services to the
inmate population at l8 institutions, with satellites at pre-release and work centers. The "Palmetto Unified School
Dishict #1" offers a variety of vocational programs, including auto mechanics, carpentry, plumbing, and heavy
equipment operation and repair. Academic programs include GED preparation, Level I & Level II, Literacy programs,
and High School Diploma opportunities.
Division of Industries
Manages prison industries. Its products and services include the state motor vehicle license tags, furniture
refinishing and repair, wooden case goods, laundry, apparel, office modular systems and furniture, and several private
sector venfures.
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OursreNnnvc Erwr,oyEEs
Annually, the Department recognizes its most outstanding conectional officer and other employees. This program
is designed to show the Agency's appreciation for those who have demonstated exceptional performance. prior io 1991,
recognition was given to one Correctional Offrcer and one Employee of the Year. Since 1991, one correctional ofticer and
one employee from each of five other categories are recognized. Outstanding job accomplishments, self-development, and
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IxsrrruuoNs
The South Carolina Department of Corrections was operating thirry-nvo correctional institutions as of June 30, 1995.
These ranged in size and function from the largest, Lee Correctional Institution, with a certified safe and reasonable
capacity of 1,472, to the smallest, Livesay Work Center, with a safe and reasonable capacity of 96, The thirty-nvo
institutions are spread over four Correctional Regions, and each one, excluding the Eastern Correctional Region, has a
facility for intake processing for men known as a Reception and Evaluation Center. These centers are adjacent to
medium/maximum security institutions, i.e., Lieber, Perry, and Broad River Conectional Institutions. The Women's
Correctional Institution also has a Reception Unit.
Effective January l, 1988, the institutional capacities for minimum and medium/maximum security institutions changed
as agreed upon in the Plyler v. Evaft (originally Nelson v. Leeke) Consent Decree, which the Department and the State
of South Carolina entered into in 1985. As of June 30, 1995, the Department's "safe and reasonable" operating capacity
was set at 17,567*. This capacity is subject to change as requirements of the decree are met or changed.
Additional details about these institutions, including average daily populations, design, and safe and reasonable
capacities, may be found in Table L Their location within South Carolina is depicted in Figure 2.
*This capacity figure was "certified" by the Budget and Control Board.
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IxsrrruuoNs.q,ND cBxrERs oF THE DnpanrurNT oF connncuoNs
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Wrtqe Rivs Cor@tionrl lNtitution Level 3 Male, ages 17 snd oldq
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IxstrruuoNs lxo GBwTERs oF THE DnpanrprrNT oF connncrroNs
' Thc Safe ud Rwnablc Operating Caprcity is consistent with the Plyler v. Evatr (originally Nclrcn v. t€ke) Consnt Dsrce.
" Thew institutions provide intake scruices for their regions.
+ +' Avtr€e couot for Kirklod Conectional lnstitution does not include Kirklmd Infimuy, Gillim Psychiatric Cenrcr, Muimum S@urity Unit, or Bymes Clinic.
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Loc.lrroNs oF SCDC llsrrrurroNs lxo CnxrERs
Rncroxlr, CoxrrcrrRATroN Dunwc Frscar, Yn^ln 1995
Appalachian Region
I Blue Ridge Work Cenrer
2 Givens Youth Cdrrecriqr Center
3 Perry Correctional Institutiqr
4 Livesay Work Center
Nonhside Correctional Institution
5 Cross Anchor Corrertiqral Institution
Dutchman Corrcrctiqral Institution
6 Leath Correctianal Institurion for Women
7 McCormick Correctional lnsritution
8 Catawba Work Center
Mldlands Reglon
9 Lower Savannah Work Center








ll Manning Corrcctional Institutiqr
State Park Corrcctiqral Center
12 Trcnton Correctiqral Institution
(Note: Bymes Clinical Center is located
at the S.C. Departrnent of Mental Health's
James F. Bymes Medical Cenrer, Columbia, S.C.)
.Under Construction
Eestern Reglon
I 8 Turbeville Corrcctional Instinrtion
19 Evans Correctiqral Institution
20 *Kenhaw Corrcctional Institution
2l Lee Corre,ctional Institutiqr
22 PdmerWork Center
23 Waterce River Correctisral Instiotio{r
Coastal Reglon
13 MacD,ougall Corrcctional Institutim
14 Coastal Work Ccnter
l5 Lieber Corrcctimal Institution
l6 Allendale Correctional Institutiqr
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The modern era of corrections in south carolina began in 1960 when the General Assembly established theDepartment of Corrections "to implement and carry out ttre poticy of the State with respect to its prison system.,, TheState Board of Corrections was established and 
"rpo*.r"d to employ a Director of the prison system, 
,1ho 
shallpossess qualifications and training which suit him to manage the affals of a modern penal inititution.i' That anticipated
model penal system has come a long way in the last three and one-half decades. Changes since 1960 have far surpassed
the corrections evolution experienced in the preceding 100 years.
The General Assembly, in 1866, recognized the then unsuitable conditions prevailing under county supervisionof convicts' control of convicted and sentenced felons was transferred to the State, and the state penitentiary wasestablished' For almost 100 years, the State continued to experiment - as other states were doing - with various
corrections programs. Work, for example, was considered to be of a beneficial nature. It could help defray the cost ofprison operations, keep inmates busy and out of trouble, and perhaps even teach them a trade which would stand them ingood stead when their sentences were finished. Education was also looked upon favorably at times, and programs were
begun (and later terminated) to educate prisoners. Religious instuction was also authorized. Separate facilities were
established for young girls, women, and physically and mentaily ill inmates.
In the following decades, the forty-six counties throughout the State faced a need for labor for building and
maintaining roads' The General Assembly frequently passed laws to accommodate the counties, and county supervisors
had full authority to choose either to retain convicts for road construction or to transfer them to the state. By 1930, the
local prison system, or what was more commonly known as the "chain gang," was in full swing, coexisting with the state
system which was represented by the State Penitentiary. As in most othriurp..ts of South c-arolina life]county prison
conditions depended heavily on the wealth of the county and the skills and 
-knowledge 
of county officials. Inevitably,
unequal conditions resulted, and there was no uniformity in keeping abreast of changing correctional philosophy. Evenwith the establishment of the Depaftment of Corrections in 1960, the dual system orstate and county prisons continued.
Such critical problems as inadequate planning and programming, inefficient resource utilization, and inequitable
distribution of services were not comprehensively addreised
An Adult corrections Study, completed in May, 1973, by the office of criminal Justice programs in the
Governor's office gave major impetus to the move to address South Carolina's conections problems. The first major
step was the elimination of the dual prison system. Legislation n lg74 gave the state jurisdiction over all adult
offenders with sentences exceeding three months, and counties were required to transfer any such prisoners in their
facilities to the state for custody' Some county prison facilities were also reassigned to the state; however, many of
these facilities proved unsatisfactory for long-term use. Assumption of the custody responsibility for county prisoners,
along with the closing of many local prison systems worsened the overcrowded conditions in state facilities. The
General Assembly provided the authority for SCDC to designate certain local facilities as suitable for the housing of
selected state inmates. The Department of Corrections also began to plan for the regionalization of SCDC operations.ln 1974, two Regional correctional Administrators were appointed and prans *.r" plropor"d for a number of regional,
community-based facilities. The 1977 Comprehensive Growth and Capital lmprovements plan laid the groundwork forthe structure which existed in the late 1980s: Three correctional regions were designated, each with a number of
community-based prisons and work centers assigned to them for administrative and operational oversight.
Overcrowding - A Way of Life
The movement to regionalization was a difficult one for many reasons, not the least of which was the
unprecedented increase in crime in South Carolina, as elsewhere in the nation. There was a marked increase in Fiscal
Year 1975, in which there was a 53 percent increase from the previous year in the number of prisoners held in state
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institutions (from 3,693 at the end of Fiscal Year 1974 to 5,658 at the end of Fiscal Year 1975). The increased crime
rate, the transfer of county-held inmates to the state, and the legislative mandate for prisoners with sentences of over 90
days to be under SCDC jurisdiction, literally pushed the state system to the breaking point. The population in state
institutions has increased every year since 1968 (as is reflected in Tables 4 and 5 in this report).
Prison overcrowding, or insufficient bedspaces to accommodate the incarcerated population, became a "way-
of-life" problem for the Department of Corrections and, consequently, for the State of South Carolina. However, the
overcrowding problem is not unique to the Palmetto State, as the federal prison system and other states have experienced
a similar escalation in the number of prisoners.
Alternative Programs and Harsher Penalties
Several early release programs were developed in the late '70s and early '80s in an effort to reduce the prison
overcrowding problem. An Extended Work Release Program authorized by the legislature in 1977 allowed qualified
offenders to live and work in the community under intensive supervision during the fural phase of their sentences. A
year later the Litter Control Act established an Earned Work Credit Program as a means of reducing the amount of time
that has to be served by inmates engaged in productive work while in prison. In 1980, two "good-time" measures were
consolidated and additional time off a sentence was allowed for inmates with clear disciplinary records while in prison.
In 1981, legislation creating an independent correctional school district for SCDC inmates was signed into law.
The long-range goals were increased state funding on a per pupil basis (realized in fiscal year 1985), and enhancement
of the quality and scope of educational services to inmates through improved standards and accreditation.
The year 1982 saw implementation of the Community Conections Act which established the Supervised
Furlough Program. In this program, carefully screened inmates were allowed to live and work in local communities
under supervision and to reduce the time they must serve before initial parole eligibility from one-third of the sentence
to one-fourth. A year later, the Prison Overcrowding Powers Act authorized the Govemor to declare a state of
emergency under certain conditions of overcrowding and to order the advancement of release of qualified offenders.
Subsequent amendments to this Act, principally in the Omnibus Criminal Justice Improvements Act of 1986, changed
the procedure so as to allow the release of a fixed number of prisoners, rather than advance the release date of all eligible
prisoners.
The 1980's also brought increased public concern for the rights of victims of crime. In the mid-eighties, the
General Assembly responded by passing laws which levied harsher penalties (particularly for repeat offenders or those
who committed violent crimes), limited parole eligibility for repeat and violent offenders, and increased the minimum
sentence for certain crimes. The crimes of burglary and murder were particularly emphasized in the new legislation.
The Omnibus Criminal Justice Improvements Act revised several early release provisions. Eligibility for
parole, supervised furlough, and earned work credits programs were made more restrictive. An "enhancement" measure
was added to the Code of Laws whereby anyone convicted of a violent crime who was in possession of a firearm or
knife would have an additional five years added to his sentence. This "flat time" must be served without reduction of
any sort. The Act also affected long-term incarceration time for certain Omnibus Crime Bill offenders.
New programs at SCDC included a ninety-day shock probation program for first-time youthful offenders, and a
restitution program. These programs began during fiscal year 1987-88, with the Deparfinent of Corrections operating a
unit for male probationers and a unit for female probationers. Two restitution centers, one in Columbia and one in
Spartanburg, were managed by the Department of Corrections for the Department of Probation, Parole and Pardon
Services until July, 1994. Legislative changes in June, 1990, changed "shock probation" to "shock incarceration," and
gave the Department of Corrections a major role in the selection of offenders to enter the programs being conducted at
Wateree River Correctional Institution for males and the Women's Correctional Institution for females. The Department
screened incoming inmates and assigned willing offenders to the program, and also evaluated potential participants on
behalf of circuit court judges. On March 18, 1991, the Department doubled the capacity of the male shock incarceration
unit at Wateree to accommodate a total of 192 inmates.
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As can be seen from the foregoing, the modern era has been characteriz-edby a tougher attitude towards crime
from the public and the legislature. This has resulted in increased crime rates for certain offenses, and increased
sentence lengths for habitual offenders. The net effect has been an exacerbation ofprison overcrowding, despite major
steps to alleviate it.
Managing Change
The Department has opened twelve new prisons since 1980, and, finally, 1994 witnessed the closing of Cenhal
Correctional Institution, which culminated the effort over two decades to end an old era of obsolete and cost inneffective
facilities. During the 1990s, SCDC adopted changes to meet new challenges-- the cashless canteen, automated system
identification, and tracking of sex offender registry inmates. Construction continued on two new facilities, Ridgeland
and Kershaw.
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New Director Takes Over Reins
Michael W. (Mike) Moore took over the reins of the South Carolina Departnent of Corrections on March 6, 1995.
Moore, appointed by Governor David Beasley, comes from the Texas Deparfnent of Criminal Justice, the Institutional
Division, where he served as the Southwest Regional Director. He managed and directed a region that included 24
institutions, 34,000 inmates and 14,000 employees. Moore successfully supervised the opening of 12 new institutions,
adding more than 20,000 beds.
Moore's 27-year career in adult corrections began as a job to pay for his tuition while he attended a local
community college, where he was recruited by the Texas Departrnent of Criminal Justice. Over the years, Moore moved
through the ranks from correctional officer to an industrial supervisor, personnel and training lieutenant, captain and then
major of correctional officers at a maximum security institution. In 1983, Moore became an assistant warden, and later
warden of three other prisons of various security levels, before taking on the regional director's position in 1985.
Opening of Turbeville and Trenton Correctional Institutions
Turbeville Correctional Institution, located on a 202 acre site in Clarendon county, was opened on February 16,
1995, to house both violent and nonviolent adult male offenders. The Turbeville facility divides the inmate population into
four well-defined general population living areas of 272 inmates each for a total of 1088. A separate Administrative
Segregation Unit houses 42 inmates. Other units will have special programs for Youthful Offenders.
Trenton Correctional Institution, a minimum security facility located in Edgefield County southwest of Trenton,
South Carolina, officially opened on June 26,1995. The 576 bed male prison, which replaced the Aiken Youth Correction
Center, was constructed by inmates from Aiken Youth Correction Center and Goodman Correctional Institution. Trenton
Correctional Institution was the first facility of its size to be built completely by inmate labor. The use of inmate labor saved
SCDC an estimated 30 percent in construction costs. As in Turbeville and many other SCDC facilities, all inmates assigned
to Trenton are required to wear a standard SCDC-issued uniform and are not allowed to carry cash.
Establishment of Work Crews
On May 3, lgg5, a work crew program was piloted by SCDC at Campbell Work Center in Columbia and then
expanded to the rest of the state. In this program, inmates supervised by SCDC staff improve the appearance of the areas
surrounding South Carolina highways by collecting trash and debris. Inmates are placed on work crews only after a careful
screening process. To be eligible, inmates must have no current or prior convictions for violent offenses or sex offenses.
They must also have no history of escape attempts and no disciplinary action taken against them in the previous six months.
Most inmates selected for the work crew program have only a short time left on their sentences. The program is intended to
provide meaningful work for inmates while saving taxpayers thousands of dollars ayear.
Suspension of Furloughs and Early Release Programs
In order to further its primary mission, ensuring the safety of the public, the South Carolina Departrnent of
Corrections implemented several important policy changes soon after Director Moore's appointrnent. The AA trusty custody
status for inmates was abolished. The holiday home visit furlough program and the processing of inmates for early release
on the Supervised Furlough Program (SF I and II) were suspended. Also, violent offenders are no longer permitted to
participate in community work release programs.
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New Connections
The New Connections Therapeutic Community was opened on October 17,1994, to serve and rehabilitate inmates
who are chronic alcohol and drug abusers. The voluntary program is intended to provide a positive environment where
inmates who have similar problems can live and work together to improve their lives. Over a nine to twelve month period,
the program provides substance abuse treatment to assist inmates in ending addiction and in initiating commifinent to
recovery. Eligibility criteria for program placement include minimum security classification or eligibility for minimum
security classification and a history of alcohol and/or drug abuse. Participating inmates must not be taking any psychofiopic
drugs and they must submit to random urinalysis. Other criteria for participation include having no institutional disciplinary
infractions in the past six months, no detainers, at least nine to twelve months until earliest possible release date, and a
willingness to participate in Continuum of Care services after release into the community.
Addictions Treatment Units Open Doors
The state's first 30-bed female Addictions Treatment Unit in a prison facility opened October 21,1994, at State
Park Correctional Center. The Addictions Treatment Unit is a result of a collaborative effort of four departments of the
Governor's cabinet joining forces to provide intensive addictions treatment services for eligible substance-abusing criminal
offenders. It is a way of preventing these offenders from cycling repeatedly through the "revolving doors ofjustice."
The Appalachian Addictions Treatment Unit opened November l,1994, at Livesay Work Center. Inmates eligible
for admission to the ATU are identified and referred by the South Carolina Departrnent of Probation, Parole and Pardon
Services. Treatment services are provided by the Spartanburg Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission.
Passage and Implementation of Criminal Justice Act of 1994
The Criminial Justice Act of 1994 was passed by the GeneralAssembly in June, 1994. The Governor failed to ratiff it and
the act became law without his signature two days after the General Assembly convened on January 10, 1995. During FY
1995, various SCDC units implemented procedures and program revisions to comply with the law. Among the legislative
changes affecting SCDC operations were the expanded definition of violent crimes, the prohibition of parole and furlough
for offenders with mandatory minimum terms, the addition of longer sentences for repeat offenders, the prohibition of
inmates from wearing jewelry and having conjugal visits, the implementation of cashless systems in prisons, the
requirement that prisoners pay for certain of their own costs, and Prison Industries reporting requirements.
Ratification of Crime Bill on June 6, 1995
General Bill 3096 was ratified on June 6, 1995, with a prospective implementation date of January l, 1996. Its many
provisions will affect SCDC population and operations significantly. Highlights of these are:
* "No parole offenses" are designated. Affected offenders will not be eligible for early release, discharge, or
community supervision until 85% of the imposed sentence has been served.* Time served must be computed on a 365-day year.* Violent crimes are expanded to include attempted armed robbery, homicide by child abuse, and aiding and abetting
homicide by child abuse.* A third alternative of a mandatory minimum term of 30 years imprisonment for murder convictions is added. "Life"




Life imprisonment is required for repeat offenders (those with a second conviction for a "most serious offense" or
third conviction for a "serious offense.")
The transfer to SCDC is provided for juveniles convicted of a statutory violent offense or the offense of assault and
battery ofa high and aggravated nature.
Lethal injection is introduced as an alternative means of execution.
Good time and work credit accrual rates are changed.
Shock Incarceration is to be ordered by the courts rather than administered by SCDC.
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* First-of-the-month release for sentence expiration release is eliminated.* Early parole is provided for offenders who are victims of spousal abuse.
Though passed in June, 1995, most of these provisions became effective in January, 1996 and witl be applied to crimes
committed on or after that date.
Curbing Inmate Disturbance and Hostage Situation at Broad River Correctional Institution
On April 17,1995, a disturbance involving inmates and staff began in the cafeteria at Broad River Correctional Institution.
Five officers were injured and three non-security personnel were taken hostage. After eleven hours of negotiations, the
hostages were released unharmed. Throughout the incident, which received cdnsiderable press coverage, SCbC personnel
exhibited the highest level of dedication and professionalism. Many of the emergency policy and p.o"Jdur.s weri invoked
and proven effective. Subsequent evaluation of the incident also enabled staff to-increase vigilance and awareness of
security issues.
organizational changes to rncrease Efficiency and Accountability
Under the new directorship, SCDC organizational structure and operations were examined and evaluated. To accomodate
evolving duties, to increase staff coordination, and to improve work flow, some functional responsibilities were to be
realigned as follows:
* The position of Deputy Director for Health Services was created. This new area was responsible for health related
service deliveries and human services;* The division of Operational Review was created to consolidate the functions of policy development and legal
compliance reporting.* The Division of Internal Audits was expanded to increase financial accountability, audit procedures for compliance,
and increase monitoring and control.* More visibility was given to the functions of internal affairs by creating a new Divison of Internal Affairs.* The Division of Construction, Engineering, and Maintenance was separated to create two divisions: the Division of
Engineering and Construction and the Division of Maintenance.
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Exnncy Coxsnnv^LrloN Upoarn
Pursuant to Section 48-52-620 of the South Carolina Energy Conservation and Efficiency Act of 1992, state
agencies are required to include information about energy conservation activities in its annual report to the Budget and
Control Board. The following summarizes activities undertaken in fiscal year 1995:
*Energy Management System upgrades are now being considered at Broad River, Lieber, Evans, and
McCormick Correctional Institutions.
*SCDC Policy 2000.3, Maintenance and Repairs, has been revised and an energy management team has
been formed in each region to monitor energy conservation measures.
'TSCDC has received credits amounting to S90,336 as a result of the standby generation agreement with
carolina Power & Light company for Lee correctional Institution.
{'SCDC is currently evaluating the payback for installing propane/air systems to back up natural gas at the
Lieber and Broad River Correctional Institutions. This could result in considerable savings on
these natural gas accounts.
*Over $8,000 was credited to Trenton Correctional Institution in electric rebates for the installation of
energy effrcient lighting and equipment.
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During Fiscal Year 1994-1995, the General Assembly ratified several pieces of legislation significant to the South Carolina
Criminal Justice System and the Departrnent of Corrections. A synopsis of this legislation, and its possible effects on SCDC
facility operations and administration, is provided below. For full details of the legislation, please refer to the Code of Laws
of South Carolina. 1976.as amended.
(H. 3096) Provides for extensive changes in the criminal justice system, including the following: (A) Defines most
felonies punishable by 20 years or more as "no parole offenses," with the offender being ineligible for work release
consideration until he has served at least 80% of his sentence, and ineligible for release until he has served at least 85% of his
sentence. (B) Adds the offenses of Attempted Armed Robbery, Homicide by Child Abuse and Aiding and Abetting
Homicide by Child Abuse to the list of statutory violent crimes. (C) Mandates a 30-year sentence for the crime of Murder if
death or life penalty is not imposed. (D) Expands the definition of deadly weapon to include "any instrument which can be
used to inflict deadly force." (E) Authorizes the Crime Victim's Advisory Board to increase the crime victim award to a
maximum of $25,000 if it is found that extraordinary circumstances exist. (F) Requires that a life sentence without parole be
imposed for any of 27 enumerated "most serious" offenses when the offender has a prior conviction for a "most serious"
offense, and that a life sentence without parole be imposed for an enumerated "serious" offense when the offender has two or
more prior convictions for either "most serious" or "serious" offenses. (G) Provides that a juvenile committed to the
Department of Juvenile Justice for a statutory violent offense or for the offense of Assault and Battery of a High and
Aggravated Nature must be transferred to the Youthful Offender Division of the DeparEnent of Corrections by his lTth
birthday, if not paroled or released. (H) Allows a "no parole" offender to earn three days per month good time and up to six
days per monti work and/or education credits provided that the application of credits does not reduce the sentence below the
mandatory minimum imposed by statute. (I) Eliminates the discretion of the Departrnent of Corrections in selecting inmates
for Shock Incarceration, making inmate participation contingent upon court order. (J) Provides for the creation of a
commifiee to study mandatory minimum sentences and alternative sentences for non-violent offenders.
(H 3362) General Appropriations Bill - Contains a proviso that all recreational weight room equipment within the South
Carolina Department of Corrections be disbursed in the following order: to the Departrnent of Corrections' Training facility,
the Criminal Justice Academy and to the Department of Education for dishibution to local school districts. The Department
of Corrections is prohibited from purchasing recreational weight room equipment for inmate use. If any prison fails to
remove the weights as prescribed, then $10,000,000 of the State General funds will be withheld from the Other Operating
Expenses of the Department of Corrections.
(H. 3703) Provides that persons sentenced to death may elect to suffer that penalty by lethal injection rather than by
electrocution. The election must be made in writing at least 14 days prior to the execution.
(S. 101) Allows magistrates to impose consecutive terms of imprisonment totaling more than 90 days for the crimes of
writing fraudulent checks, forgery and shoplifting; thus providing for incarceration in a Department of Corrections'
institution rather than a local facility.
(S. 180) Authorizes the Department of Corrections and the Department of Probation, Parole and Pardon Services to install,
maintain, and operate a two-way closed circuit television system within the correctional institutions; and authorizes the
Board of Probation, Parole and Pardon Services to conduct parole hearings by means of such a system.
(S. 525) Increases the penalty to a fine of not less than $2,000 nor more than $5,000 and/or imprisonment not less than one
year nor more than three years for the crime of torturing, injuring or killing a dog or horse used by law enforcement to carry
out its official functions.
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(Special Note: This information is accurate as of June 30, 1995. Data are presented and recorded using the cash basis of
accounting in accordance with the budgetary accounting process of the State of South Carolina.)
The Department of Corrections expended $261,144,342 in state appropriations, federal funds, special revenues,
Prison Industries, and canteen funds in Fiscal Year 1994-95. Major expenditures included:
Salaries and fringe benefits of employees ...69.9%
Supplies (e.g., food, uniforms, medical, and office) .........g.9o/o
Items for resale by Prison Industries and canteens....... ......4.g\o
Table 2, on the following page, enumerates all expenditures by state budget code.
Annual per inmate cost in S.C. General Funds........... ... Sl2.g99
Previous fiscal year (FY 1993-94) ................... gt2.3gz
Percentage change ................+4.l7yo
Annual per inmate costs in state, federal, and other funds* ...............S13.219
Previous fiscal year (FY 1993-94) ................... $12.574
Percentage change......... .......+5.l3yo
*Excludes capital projects (SCDC and other entities' projects), Prison Industries and Canteen. Also excludes
expenditures for services provided for other entities and non-inmate services.
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Items for Resale* ................$12,869,430





(Includes state funds, federal funds, special revenues, Prison Industries, and canteen funds. Excludes capital expenditures.)
*This budget line includes consumer goods purchased for resale, principally in canteens, and raw materials purchased for
resale after further processing in Prison Indushies.
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Through the South Carolina State Department of Education
Chapter I: To supplement and upgrade educational programs within the Department of Conections for youths under 2l
years of age: $425,4 105.
Vocational Education Act: To provide vocational training to the underprivileged and furnish skills to prepare them for
beneficial employment upon release: $379,175.
Direct Service Delivery (Public Law 94-142): To provide special education for inmates with learning disabilities, age 2l and
under: $2.364.
Lifelong Learning Funds: Utilized primarily in the development and implementation of a comprehensive elementary
academic program: $536,670.
Lifelong Learning Funds: Used primarily for high school and GED preparation: $153,897.
Employability Enhancement Skills: At least 80 inmates at Leath will participate in a career education program: $25,000.
Chapter II: To purchase SCDC Library Reference materials and computer hardware: $3,201.
DEMSEA (Dwight D. Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Act): To enhance remedial education at the Women's
Correctional Institution: $863.
Through the S.C. State Library Board
Library Services: Book collection improvement for the Department of Corrections' libraries: $10,000.
Job Training Partnership Act (via the SC Employment Security Commission)
Transitional Linkage: To provide training skills in auto mechanics, brick masonry, and welding to supplement the 30-day
work release program and assist incarcerated offenders to attain a comprehensive transition into the labor market: $100,000.
Through the South Carolina Department of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Seruices
Coastal Addictions Treatment Program: Drug treatment unit to provide 48 beds for 120 days: $214,734.
Manning ATU: Telephone and printing for addictions treafinent unit: $15,300.
Office of Criminal Justice Programs (via the Department of Public Safety)
Women's Addictions Treatment Unit: Women's drug treatment unit to provide 30 beds for 90 day program: $325.503.
Appalachian Addictions Treatment Unit: Drug treatment unit to provide 60 beds for 90 day program: 5519,727.
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Automotive Mechanics equipment for Broad River: $25,305.
Through the s.c. Denartment of Health and Environmental control
Educational Improvement Act
Instructional equipment for Office Supervision and Management course at Leath: $750.
Vocational Horticulture equipment at Manning: $7,925.
Automotive Mechanics equipment for Cross Anchor: $59,010.
Automotive Mechanics equipment for McCormick: $6,g09.
Vocational Carpentry equipment for Lieber: $3,026.
Plumbing equipment for Lieber: $2,04g
Solid waste Reduction: construct and equip a materials recovery facility: $165,000.
Recycling Program: Driver, equipment, and supplies: $100,000.
Heat Exchanger: To install energy efficient unit at Headquarters: $15,000
S.C. Dept. of Social Services
Bright Futures : Aids AFDC parents in obtaining their GED, training them for a career as a correctional professional:
$514.940.
out for Life: A comprehensive program to assess needs and enhance life skills among SCDC inmates: $490,706.
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This and the next page are a "data snapshot" of the inmates and employees of the Department of Corrections.
Detailed inmate and personnel statistics are presented in the tables and figures which follow. The data include average
population, admissions, and releases during the fiscal year, and select information regarding FY 1995 admissions and the
total inmate population as of the end of the fiscal year. Also included is information on the Departnent of Corrections'work
force. where appropriate, the statistical data are also presented graphically.
Number of inmates admitted 10,700
Sentenced by courts .....76.00A
Probation revocations .............8.0%
Parole revocations U.SV,
Other (early release revocations, resentencing, death row)............. .l.SVo
Inmates admitted who were between 17 & Zg years of age. 56.20
Average sentence 1ength.......... 5 years and 5 months
* Excludes life, death, shock incarceration, restitution, and YOA sentences.
Most Serious Offenses (72.9Vo of the 10,700 admissions)








Profile of Inmates Released During FY 1995
Number of inmates released 10,91I
42.4o/oInmates who "maxed out"
Placed on probation (had split sentence)..... lg.0o/o
Paroled by the Youthful Offender Act Board... ..........15.8%
Paroled by the Dept. of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services....... 18.0o/o
Emergency Prison Overcrowding Powers Act releases. ....................0.0%
Other
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................... 5.8%
Number of inmates in SCDC jurisdiction ...................19,S2S
Average sentence length 13 years and 2 months
Serving Youthful Offender Att sentences ..................6.8o/"
With sentences of more than 20 years (including life)........ .............24.0Vo





29 years of age or younger.......

























Number of inmates per authorized Correctional Officer.... ..........,......6.0




*Calculation of the SCDC per inmate costs is based on the average number of inmates in SCDC facilities
and does not include state inmates held in designated facilities, institutional diversionary programs
or other non-SCDC locations.
"State, Federal and Special Revenues.
***Based on 365 days per year, except leap years when 366 days are used.
FISCAL YEAR
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Car,nNoan yn.lRs 197 0-t995
' This category of inmates does not take up bedspace in SCDC facilities and has increased in number as institutional
diversionary prograrns are implemented-Extended Work Release Prognm (in 1978), Supervised Furlough and
Provisional Parole Programs (in 1982). Special placements included those inmates assigned to the State Law
Enforcement Division, the Director's Home, hospital facilities, Alston wlkes Half-way Houses,
Interstate Compact, authorized absences, Extended Work Release, Supervised Furlough, provisional parole,
and Restitution Centers.
" Suitable city, county, and state facilities have been designated to house State inmates as a means of alleviating
overcrowded conditions in SCDC facilities, and facilitating work at the facilities and in the community.
." The jurisdiction count in this table does not include YOA parolees or inmates conditionally released under the
Emergensy Prison Overcrowding Powers Act (EPA) (S.C. Code of Laws, 1976, Section 24-3-1110) invoked in
September,1g83, and EPA ll invoked in May, ,1997. The average EpA counts were as follol:
CY 1983 -22;CY 1984 -74; CY 19s5 - 443; CY 1986 - 651; Cy 1987 - 731(EpA), so(EpA il);
cY 1s88 - 612(EPA), 160(EPA ll); CY 1989 - 308(EPA), 21e(EpAil); Cy 1990 -134(EpA), 17a(EpA il);
CY 1991 - 154(EPA), 161(EPA lt); CY 1992 -149(EpA), 157(EpA il); Cy 1993 - 137(EpA), gs(EpA tD.
cY 1ss4 - 116(EPA), 2a@PAll); CY 1s95-117(EPA), 1B(EpAil).
YEAR
SCDC SPECIAL - DESIGNATED SCDC *'*
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This category of inmates does not take up bedspace in scDc facilities and has increased in numb€r as instilutional
diversionary programs are impl€mented-Extended work Release Program (in 197g), supervised Furlough andProvisional Parole Programs (in 1 9s2). Special placements include those inmates assigned to the state Law
Enforcement oivision, th€ criminal Justice Academy, the Director,s Home, hospital facilities, Arston
wlkes Half-way Houses, Interstate coneclions Compact, authorized absences, Extend€d work R6lease, SupeMsed
Furlough, Provisional parole, and Restitution Centers.
suitable city, county' and state facilities have been designated to house stat6 inmates as a means of alleviating
overcrowded conditions in scDc facilities, and facilitating \ lork at the facilities and in the communrty.
The iurisdiction count on this table do€s not includ€ YoA parole€s or inmates conditionally released under lhe
Emergency Prison overcrowding Powers Act (EPA) (s.c. code of Laws 1 976, sec{ion z4-g-111o) anvoked in septemb€r,1983,andEPAll invokodinMay, 1987. TheaverageEpAcountswereasfoilow: Fy1984-24; Fylggs-271i
FY 1986 - 574iFY 1987 - 76Bi Fy r98s - 6s4(EpA), 126(EpA *); Fy 1989 - 377(EpA), 213(EpA,);
FY 1990 - 171(EPA), 189(EPA tt); Fy 1991 - 146(EpA), 164(EpAil); Fy1992 _ 150(EpA), rooleen il1;
FY 19e3 - 145(EPA), js6(EpA il); Fy 1994 - 131(EpA), 33(EpAil); Fy 1995-124(EpA1, zzleeitrl.
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Number Number Number Percent
NEW ADMISSIONS FROM COURT






YOA Without New Sentence
YOA With New Sentence
NON-YOA Without New Sentence
NON-YOA Wth New Sentence
EPA REVOCATIONS
EPA lWithout New Sentence
EPA lWith New Sentence
EPA ll Without New Sentence































































































































TOTAL RELEASES 9,86S 1.O42 {0,911 10010%
*See Appendix C for a detailed explanation of the Youthful Offender Act.
**This includes twenty-two re-sentenced YOAs.
"**These inmates include appeal bond denied.
**'"Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services.
****'These releases include court ordered, paid fine, appeal bond, pardon and remanded to county.
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Frcunr 6
DrsrnrnurloN or Avnn q.cn Ix*rarr popul,.lTloN






o 4.l%o Trusty 6.6%
Minimum 38.0
SCDC ANNUAL REPORT FY'94-95
36
Flcunn 7
Rq,cn awo Snx or lxvr,trns Aourrrnn
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T.q.nt,n 7
DrsrnrnurroN nv conrnnrrrNc couxrv 
^ro 
connncrroNAl RncroN











wnne Males Non-White Males Whate Females NOn-Wntte Females IOTAL

















































































































































































































































































































DrsrnrnurloN gy CovlvrrrrrNc Couxry,q.ND CoRRECTIoNAL Rncrox
or lxvmrns Aovrrrrnn Dunnvc Frsc^q.r, Yn.m 1995
*Ranking is in descending order according to the number of commitments; the county having the largest number of total commitments is ranked one.




White Males Non-White Males White Females {on-White Females TOTAL
RANK*








































































































































































































































































































f,UTOF STATE 0.oel 0 U.U% { 0.0"1 tl U.U"/(
i o{}ul
rOTAL a&t 100.0% 6967 100.0'l 29€ 100"0o/'a 09u lUU,U% 10700 1(Xllflo
Frcunr 8
IxvlLrn Anvrrssroxs Dunrxc Frsc.q,L Yn.q,R 1995
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Tanr,r 8
Orrnnsr DrsrnrnurroN or lxuarEs ADMTTTED
Dunnvc Frscar, ynan 1995*
OFFENSE
ct asslFtcaTtoNs
White Malos Non-Whito ilales I White Femalea lNon-White Females rol



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL E7!E r00.(Fn 17141 r00.0% 917 lW.lrl(r' 1g3f roo.0,116 :
"l!37T, 7 ro0:0J$r
NUUBER OF OFFENpERS I 2EJ7 | I 608t zsa 590 l: r07{0 ;;i:.gi:1
.Highlighted areas indicate five most common offenses for each column**An elaboration of these offenses is included in Appendix B.
SCDC ANNUAL REPORT F'Y'94-95 4l
Frcunr 9
Orrnxsn DrsrnrsurroN or lrvnln,rns Anmrrnt
Dunnvc Frsc,lr, Yn^ln 1995
Dangerous Drugs(lE.l%)
Other(39.0%)
Traffi c Offenses(l4.4 % )
Fraudulent lrctiity (6.7 %\ Larceny(!l2Vo)
Burglary(l0.5%)
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T.rnm 9
Mosr Srnrous Orrrxsn or Irvulrns Anprrrrrn
Dunnvc Frsc.lr, yr,{R 1995*
OFFENSE
CLASSIFICATION-
white Males I Non-White Mates White Females lNon$hiie FernaiEs TOTAL
























































































































































































































































































f * f o.*| :i I i:iilr l:::;
| ,i" I iyw,,,
| ,1 | 21:1"I 13 | 3:Zi"I s lo.sxlrlm
| 't I t:?Y;
I I | 3;3Y;
| 1 lo2%
| 3 | 0.5v.
| 6 | 10%0 | 0.oo/o
I | 0.2o/o0 | o.0%0 | 0.0%











































































TOTAT 28,.7 io0"orT-6ffi l-ffi:o% 29G I 100.0?3 6eo -T_imrr 1o70o I r00Jtt
'Highlighted areas indicate five most common offenses for each column.
"An elaboration of these offenses is included in Appendix B.
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Frcunn 10
Mosr Snnrous Orrnxsn or Imru,rrs Anmrrnn





Traflic Offense(l0.9 % )
Assault(73%)
SCDC AI\IIUAL REPORT FT '94-95 44
I'ABLE IO
Snxrnxcn Lnucrn DrsrnrsurroN or Inu.lrns Aovrrrrnu
Dunnrc Frsc,tl ynan 1995
SENTENCE LENGTH
White Male Non-White Male ema teF t TOTAL
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
YOA
3 Months or Less
3 Months I Day-l Year
I Year
I Year I Day-2 Yearc
2 Years I Day;J Yssrs
3 Years I Day4 Years
4 Years I Day-S Years
5 Years I Day-6 Yearc
6 Years I Day-7 Years
7 Years I Day-8 Years
8 Years I Day'9 Years
9 Yearc I Day-10 Years
l0 Years I Day-20 Yearq
20 Years I Day-30 Years
Over 30 Years
Life w/l0 Year Parole Eligibility
-itewl20 Year Parole Eligibility









































































































































































































TOTAL 2447, 100.0% 6S67 100,0% 296 u ,
* This average does not include inmates with life or death sentences or YOAs.















10 - 20 yrs
20 - 30 yrs
Over 30 yrs
Life w/10 yr elig
Life w/20 yr elig
Life V30 yr elig
Death
Frcunn l l
STxTnxcE LENGTHs oF INIIIATEs ADMITTED
DunrNc Flsc.q.L yn,q,R 1995
600 800 1000 1200
Number of Inmates
SCDC ANNUAL REPORT FY '94-95
Tnnr,n 11
Acrc DrsrnrnurloN or IN*rarns Aonurrnn
Dunnvc Frsc,lr. ynan 1995
ADMISSION AGE
White DS Non-White Males White Females Ion-Whito Femaleg TOTAL






















































































































































































zu 30 .,U zs,
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Frcunr 12















600 800 1000 1200 1400 robo rs'00 z00o
Number of Inmates
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T.lnr,n 12
DrsrnrnurroN ny Co*ruITTrNG pr,,t rwrxc Drsrnrcrs
or lNnn.lrns Anurrrnn Dunnvc Frsc.q.r, yn,ln 1995
* Counties comprising each planning district are listed in Appendix H
PLANNING DISTRICT*
White Males Non-White Males White Females tlon-White Females TOTAL
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Flcunr 13
CovrurrrrNc Pr,lNNrNc Drsrnrcrs oF, INvrlrns Anprrrtnn










B erk. - Chrlstn. - Drchsr.
Low Country
Out-of-State
200 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Number of Inmates




DlsrnrnurroN nv CovrvrrrrlNc Juorcrar, Crncurrs or Imulrns
Dunnvc Frscar, Yr.cn 1995
JUDICIAL
crRcutr
White Males Non-White Males White Females Non-White Females TOTAL




























































































































































































* Counties comprising each judicial circuit are listed in Appendix I'




CovrurruNc IJDTcTAL CrRCUrrs oF lrvftr,lrns Aourrrno
Dunrxc Frsc.lr, Yn.m 1995
7 8 9'10'11 15 16 'r.t
OI
Judicial Circuits State
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Frcunn 15





SCDC AI\I\ruAL REPORT F"Y '94-95
T,c.Br,n 14
DrsrnrnurloN or conrvurrrNc cotrxrv a.nn connncrroNAl Rncrox










White Males Non-White Males I Whiteremffi TOTAL
RANK"



















































































































































































































































































































DrsrnrnurroN or CovrvrrrrrNc Couury lxu ConnncrroNAl RrcroN
or SCDC Tornr,INvrarr Popur,.q.rroN As On JuNn 30, 1995




vl,hite FS Non-White Males White Females )n-White Females TOTAL
RANK'
































































































































































































































































































OUT OF STATE 12 A:2e/a 1! aJ% t. u.u'i U s^g"rt 22 0.1%
TOTAL 5530 100.0% 12994 100.0% 33,4 100.001 5671 1q).001 t952{ 100,0"1
.TIIGUR"E IO
Cou*rrrrrNc Couxrrrs AND ConnecuoNAr, Rncroxs
or SCDC Torar, INUr,lrn popur,.lrtoN
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Tnnlr 15
Typr or Orrnxsn DrsrmBUTroN
on SCDC Tor.q.L lNtvr,c.rn Popur,.lrrox
As OpJuNn 30, 1995*
OFFENSE
CLASSIFICATION''
white ts Non-White Males I White Females lNon-White Females TO

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAI. 29324 100.0% 38138 100,0% 1Zlrq .tug;g7n t00.070 ol{zT;: . tuu.t'fri:;
TiIU*IBHR OF OFFENPFRS 5530 334 667 .'tuoz9 :
'Highlighted areas indicate five most common offenses in each column
**An elaboration of these offenses is included in Appendix B.
SCDC ANNUAL REPORT FY'94-95 JI
Frcunn 17
Orrrxsn DrsrnrnurroN or SCDC Tor^1l, Ix*r.lrB Popur,arrox




Dan gerous D r ugs(16.2 % )
Traffic Offense(7.47o)
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TlsI,n 16
Mosr Srnrous Orrnxsn DrsrnrsurloN
or SCDC Tor^rr, Ixvr,lrn popur,.q.rrox














Whlto Malos Non-lruhite Maleg whlte Fomalos Non-YYhlto Fomales TOTAL





















































































































































































































































































































































































tl 00!tu . -t9|,,Utb , I4UVI 100,o% 3t4 1H).11"/o 557 ,"||rultfzr, :':: tloilo: ".I|XLUTE :
'Highlighted areas indicate five most common offenses in each column.
"An elaboration of these ofienses is included in Appendix B.
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Frcunr 18
Mosr Snnrous Orrnnsn or Tor^ll,Ixvr.lrn Poput lrron
As or Juxn 30, 1995
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'I'ABLE l7
Snxrrxcn LBxcrn DrsrnnurloN
or SCDC Toru,Ixu.Lrn Popur,arrox
As Or Juvn 30, 1995
SENTENCE LENGTH
Whlte Mrla Non.tlllhlte ltlale UYhlte le Femrle AL
Number Psrcent Numbar Percent Number Percanl ltkrmhe? Porcent Number Percent
Shock lncarceration
YOA
3 Months or Less
3llonths't Day-l Year
1 Year
1 Year I Day-2 Years
2 Yearc 1 Day-3 Years
3YeaE 1 Day4 Yearc
tl Years 1 Day-S Years
5 Years 1 Day6 Years
6 Years I Day-7 Year!
7 Yeats I Day{ Yeans
8 Years 1 Day-g Yeatr
9 YeaB I Day-10 Year!
l0 Y€ar! 1 Day-20 Year
20 Years 1 Day-30 Years
Over 30 Years
Life w/10 Year Parole Ellglbility
Life w/20 Year Parole Ellglbility
Life d30 Year Parole Eligibillty






























































































































































































































TOTAL 553[! 'too-oo4 12l}tt {oo-ool 334 100.0!r 657 tm-o96 too-ota
sFltTFltflF I FltatTlt r t3 YRS I riros 13 YRS { tOS a YRS 5 ilOS a YRS I ltolt t3 YRS 2 rtr)S
' This average does not include inmates with life, death, or YOA sentences.
















10 - 20 yrs
20 - 30 yrs
Over 30 yrs
Life w/10 yr elig
Llfe w/20 yr elig




snNrnNcr LENGTHS oF scDC Tornl rNur.lrn popur-nrron
As Or Juxr 30, 1995
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Number of Inmates
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3s00
Tanr,n 18
AcE DrsrnrnurroN op scDC Tor.ll, Ixu.rrn popur,artoir
As Or JuNn 30, 1995
CURRENT AGE
White Males Non-White Males White Females Non-White Females TOTAL































































































































































































TY.jFFAGEApE 34 YeAffi st Year.i 34 Yeent 33 Ye4rB "lr* 3?ilY.pftp ;
















Acr or SCDC Tor.q.L lxpr.lrn popur-arron
As Or JunB 30. 1995
1000 1500 2000
Number of Inmates
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T^Lnr,n 19
Acn lr Tr*rn or AnurssroN
or SCDC Tor^q.r, Ixtvr,lrn Popur,lrrox
As Or Junu 30, 1995
White Males Non-Whate Males White Females Non-White Females TOTAL

























































































































































































AVERACEAGF 31 2E, 32
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Frcunn 2l
Acr .lr Trun or Aonsssrox
or SCDC Torar, Ixlvr.lrn popur,ArroN
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T,t'sl,n 20
SncunrrY Lnvnr, DrsrmnurroN
or SCDC Torn r, Ixvr,lrn Popul,,c.rroN
As Or JuNr 30' 1995
' Thesg inctudo designated facilities' hospitst facilities,authorized absgn@s' stetes under the Corestions Compact'
and @mmunfy divorsionary programs
\ rhlle Male! Non-whllc Malc! | wnlt.
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FIGT'RE ZZ
Sncunrry Lnvnr, or SCDC Tor.ll,Ixuarn Popur,lrrox
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'I'ABLE 2I
C onnvurrnvc Pr,.q,NNnrc Drsrnrcr s
or SCDC Tor.Lr,Inu,lra Popur,nuon












' Counties comprising each planning district are listed in Appendix H
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I''IGIJRE 23
Connptrrnvc Pr,.lNNnqc DrsrRrcts
op Toru, Ixu.lrr Popur,.q.ttoN
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Tl^w.n22
Counnrrnrc JuorcHr, Cn ctnrs



















' Counties comprising each judicial circuit are listed in Appendix l.
SCDC ANI\ruAL REPORT F"r .94.95 7l
Frcunn 24
Counnrrnvc Julrcr.c.r, Cncurrs
or SCDC Tor.lr, Irwraru popur,,lrlox















SCDC ANNUAL REPORT F"T'94-95 'f'l
Tlnlr 23
Rotvr.lrxnqc Trnrs ro Srnvn Buronr Expm,.lrroN oF Suurnxcn
or SCDC Torl.r,InM.q,rn PoPur,Lrrox
As OrJuxr 30, 1995
Remaining Time
To Serue
Whito Male Non-Whito Malo White Fomalo Non-Whlte Female
TOTAL




3 Months Or Less
3 Months 1 Day4 Months
6 Months 1 Day-9 Months
9 Months 1 DaY-l Year
'l Year I Day-2 Years
2 Years I Day-3 Yoars
3 Years 1 Day.{ Years
4 Years 1 Day-S Years
5Years I Day-6 Years
6 Years'l DaY-7 Years
7 Yoats I Day{ Yeals
8 Years I Day-9 Years
9 Years 1 Day-10 Years
l0YoaF 1 Day-15Years
't5 Yoara 1 Day-20 Years




















































































































































































































TCITAL. r :ll ri " . tz99r 1{Xri tltu; r ".[E
:Arreeoi TkFp RAFlnmd:, a Ydtta t$i (YeetB t iltonllt , z YealS IEIU; 2.Yaerl t-ffiffi|l?
*Averages exclude youthful offenders, shock incarceration, and inmates with life and death sentences'
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Flcunn 25
Rrpr.q'nitr{c Trnnn ro spnve Bnronr Expn,q.rroN oF srutnxcn
or SCDC Tor.q.L Ixvarn popur,.lrrox
As OrJuxn 30, 1995
















10 - 15 yrs
15 - 20 yrs
20 -25ys
25 - 30 yrs
Over 30 yrs
LifelDeath
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Number of Inmates
SCDC ANNUAL REPORT FY'94-95
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T.lnln 24
DrsrnrnurroN or Tnan Snnvno
Bv SCDC lruvr,lrns Rnr,n.q.sno Dunnvc Frsclr ynan 1995
NilE SERVED
wnfto iltale! Non-wntts iltaloa whtte Femlba ilon-ut FOma|oa TOTAL
l{umber Percent Number Percent l{umber Percent llumber Pgrcent Number Pcrcent
3 tonthc or Lecs
3 ilonthr I Dey-6 tonthr
6 tontht I Day-9 tonthr
9 tonthr I Day-t Year
I Yearl Day-2Yearr
2 YeaF I Day€ Yearr
3 Yeatr I Day.l Year!
tlYeals I Day-SYeara
5 Yeac I Day-6 Years
6 Yeap I Day-7 Yeara
7 YeaF I Day{ Yeall
8Yean I Day-gYear!
9 Yeatr I Day-{0 Yeart









































































































































































' This average does not indude inmates with life, death, or yOA sentences.















10 - 15 yrs
15 - 20 yrs
20 - 25 yrs
25 - 30 yrs
over 30 yrs
Frcunn 26
DrsrnrnurroN oF TrME Snnvnn sy
Ixtvr,c.rrs Rnr,rasnn Dunnvc Frsc,c.L yr,tn 1995
200 600 800 1000 1200 1400 ro'oo re'00 2000
Number of Inmates
400
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Tmr,n 25
DrsrnnuuoN oF E^q,RNEu Wom Cnmrrs.lxo Typn or Rnr,n^q,sr
or SCDC Invnrns Rrr,nnsno Dunnrc Frsc.lr, ynln l99S
'Other releases include inmates discharged by court order, released on appeal bond, discharged upon paying
fine or death.
*lnmates wfro did not participate in motivational work programs, and inmates br whom work credits are not
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WoRK PRoGRAM STATrsrrcs
(Inception March 31, 1966)
Inmates placed in progmms
Released from programs after successful
completion (goodtime release, parole, etc.)
Dismissed from programs for disciplinary,
medical, administrative reasons, etc.
Active participants on June 27,1995
ExrBxppo WoRx PRoGRAM STATrsrtcs
(Inception June 13, 1977)
Inmates placed in progmms
Released from programs after successful
completion (goodtime release, parole, etc.)
Dismissed from programs for disciplinary,
medical, administrative reasons, etc.




Amount disbursed to dependents
Amount disbursed to inmates
Amount paid to Departnent of Corrections
for Room, Board, and Transportation (Work Program)
Amount paid to Deparhnent of Corrections




AMoUNT coNrRrBurED To rHE
VrsnMAsstsrANcn FUND (Inception August 10, 1986)
FuRLoucH PRocRAM (Inception Christmas 1967)
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WoRK CAMP PROGRAM STATrsrrcs
(Inception of Cenhal Monitoring 7-l-91)
Inmates placed in progmms
Released from programs after successful
completion (goodtime release, parole, etc.)
Dismissed from programs for disciplinary,
medical, administrative reasons, etc.
Active participants on June 30, 1995
YOUTHFUL OFFENDER BRANCH
(Inception of Central Monitoring 7-l-68)
Inmates placed in programs
Released from programs after successful
completion (goodtime release, parole, etc.)
Active participants on June 30, 1995
SHOCK INCARCERATION PROGRAM
(Inception of Central Monitoring 7-l-90)
Inmates placed in programs
Released from programs after successful
completion (goodtime release, parole, etc.)
Dismissed from programs for disciplinary,
medical, administrative reasons, etc.
Active participants on June 30, 1995
F|NANCTAL INFoRMATToN
Labor Crews (Contract/Billing Since l0-l-91)

























INMATN 'I,()\I/S PROGRAM' PROGRAMS PROGRAM
Participants in Program at
Beginning of Fiscal Year
Admitted During Fiscal Year


























Participated in Program at
End ofFiscal Year
+Women's Work Unit started submitting a report
Source: Division of Community Services
t46 855
on their 30-day Pre-Release Program in May, 1993.
55
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Ttw-n 27
N'nrsrn a*o pnncENTAGE or rxuarns Annnrr'D To scDc
Uronn rnr 1975 Annmn Ronnrnv Acr axn
rrm Lrpn snxrnncn wrrH 20 ,q.ND 30 yr.ln p.lnor,r Er,rcrgrl,rryAcrs

















































































18 years 1 month
years 2 months
19 years 2 months
1 years 1 month
years
years 6 months







19 years 7 months
years 7 months
years 8 months
1 years 4 months




































































' Excludes life, death and YOA sentences.* Effective date June 8, 1977.
*EffectiVe date June 3, 1986.






















































btal Number on Death Row
at Beginning of Flscal Year
During FiscalYear







Number on Death Row
at End of Fiscal Year
Average Time Served

















































As OfJune 30. 1995
SCDC AIYNUAL REPORT FY'94-95 82
T,lnr,n 30
DrsrnrnuuoN oF SCDC Elcr,oyrns
nY Racn, Snx, .lxo Typn or posmon
As Or Juxn 16,1995
'Percentages are based on the grand total of6,180 employees as ofJune 16, 1995.
"Security Personnel includes all uniformed personnel, i.e.: correctional officers, conectional offcer







Number Percent' Number Percenf Number Percenf l{umber Percenf Number Percenf
Security * 965 15.6 't.629 26.3 310 5.0 737 11.9 3,641 58.9
Non€ecurity 886 14.3 431 7.O 709 11.5 513 8.3 2,539 41.1
SCDC TOTAL 1,851 30.0 2,060 33.3 1,019 16.5 1,250 20.2 6,180 100.0
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Flcunn 27
SCDC Ewr,oynEs By R.l,cn, Snx, luo Typr or posrrrox












White Male Non-White White Female Non-White
FemaleMale
scDc ANNUAL REPORT FY .94_95 
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Tmm31
DrsrnrstmoN oF SCDC Lnvr Lnvnr, SnCunrry SrnnNcrg nv FlCu,rrv















llue Ridge Pre-Rele$e/Work Centor
latau,ba Wbrk Cenbr
)ros! Anchor Con€ciional lnstitution
)ut$man Conec{ond Institution
3i\r€ns Youth Con€c'tion Center
3r€€nwood Con€clional Center



















































































































,\rateree River Conec,tional lmtituUon*'









































-ow€r Savannah Work Center
-ower Savannah l rork CamP
vlanning Corl€c{ional Institution












































































This date i3 closest to the end of the period of wiidl infumation bf doveloping thB table b available'
"supervboB and a$istrant supervisors al€ not indudod in these counts'*Shock Incarceration unib con€dional oflicors w€ts count€d in these facilfies'

















CouNrres Colenrsrxc RncroN.ql CouNcrr.s
(Plnuvnc Drsrrucrs)
Cotnnms CouprusrNc Juorcnl Cncurrs
SCDC Arsru.lt, REPoRT FY'94-95 E6
Appnrnur A
Sr.lturonyAuruonrry
The South Carolina Departnent of Corrections was created in 1960 (Title 24, Code of Laws of South Carolina
1976, as amended) as an administrative agency of the State Government. The Departnent was charged to "implement
and carry out the policy of the State with respect to its prison system...and the performance of such other duties and
matters as may be delegated to it pursuant to law."
The State's policy is expressed in Section 24-l-20: "It shall be the policy of this State in the operation and
management of the Departnent of Corrections to manage and conduct the Departnent in such a manner as will be
consistent with the operation of a modern prison system, and with the view of making the system self-sustaining, and
that those convicted of violating the law and sentenced to a term in the Departnent of Corrections shall have humane
treafinent, and be given opportunity, encouragement, and taining in the matter of reformation."
Title 24 also provided statutory authority for a Board of Corrections, employment of a general Director,
manag€ment and control of the prison system, fiscal and procurement activities, and such other matters as are essential
to the operation of a modern state prison system. The State Government Accountability and Reform Act of 1993
subsequently abolished the Board of Corrections and placed the Director under the direct management of the executive
branch, reporting directly to the Govemor.







Public Offi cer, With/Without Weapon
Intimidation









Forcible Entry to Residence/
Non-Residence
Non-Forcible Entry to Residence/
Non-Residence
Possession of Burglary Tools
Commercialized Sex Offenses




Promoting Prostitution of Minor














Damage to Personal property

































Accepting Fee for Adoption
FlighUEscape
Flight to Avoid prosecution
Aiding Prison Escape
Harboring Escapee
Escape or Attempted Escape
Forgery and Counterfeiting





Mail Fraud or Other Swindling
Impersonation
False Statement
Fraudulent Use of Credit Cards
Insuflicient Funds for Checks
Dispose of Property under Lien
Food Stamp Fraud













Willtul Killing pubtic Ofticer
Negligible Manslaughter WA/ehicle
or Weapon
Manslaughter, Vol. / Invol.
Poisoning
Murder











Illegal Use of Telephone
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Kidnapping
Kidnapping for Ransom
Kidnapping to Sexually Assault
Hostage for Escape





















Accessory to a Felony
Criminal Conspiracy
Keeping Child Out of School
Misconduct in Office








Disseminating Harmful Material to
Minor





Misconduct of Judicial Officer
Contempt of Congress/Legislature
Failure lo Appear






Refusing to Aid Officer
Unauthorized Communication
with Prisoner
Failure to Report Crime




Unlawful Use of Property
























Lewd Act on Child
Sexual Exploitation of Minor
Engage Child for Sexual Performance
Promote Sexual Performance by a
child
Exposing Other to HIV Virus
Sexual Assault















Transportation of Stolen Properly












Felony Driving Under the Influence
Driving Under Influence/Suspension
Habitual Traftic Offenders
Failure to Stop for Officer









Possession in Violent Offense
Discharge Firearm in Dwelling




In 1968, the General Assembly enacted legislation, commonly referred to as the ,'youthful Offender Act," to
prescribe for the correction and treatrnent ofyouthful offenders (Section 24-lg-l} through 24-lg-l6},Code ofLaws of
South Carolina 1976). The following is a summary of the Act, with supplemental notes on the administration thereof:
A "youthful oflender" is any male or female offender who is at least seventeen but less than twenty-five years
of age at the time of conviction.
within the Departrnent of Corrections, there is a Youthful Offender Section which, through the end of the
Fiscal Year 1988, carried out three primary functions: presentence investigation services and recommendations to the
sentencing court; institutional services and supervision of youthful offenders committed to the Departnent's care; and
aftercare services, i.e., parole of youthful offenders and professional supervision of the parolee. tff,r Departnent of
Corrections contracted with the S.C. Departrnent of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Servicis to perform the presentence
and the parole and aftercare services effective July l, l9gg.)
In the administration of the Act, the courts may release a youthful offender to the Deparfinent prior to
sentencing for an observation and evaluation period of not more than 60 days. A thorough presentence investigation
report is made to the court for use in adjudication and sentencing. The report is a factuaj and diagnostic case study,
which includes a clinical interpretation of the offender's present attitude, feelings, and emotional responses, together
with an estimate of his/her prospects for change.
A youthful offender may be sentenced indefuritely (although the period may not exceed six years) to the
custody of the Department. Upon sentencing, the youthful offender undergoes a series of interviews, a medical
evaluation, psychological and educational testing, and is given an orientation on confrnement within the Departrnent.
Youthful offenders are sent to minimum or medium security institutions. Work, education, and counseling programs are
prescribed, and it is the offender's Progress in such programs which ultimately decides when or if he/she will be moved
into pre-release/work programs and eventually be conditionally released.
Parole ofyouthful offenders after they have served a portion ofa court sentence is a conditional release ofthe
offender. He/She remains under supervision, normally for a minimum of one year. Parole supervisors are responsible
for providing constant, direct professional supervision ofthe youthful offender, as well as for organizing and developing
the services of volunteers to assist in the aftercare progftrm. Complaints against parolees are investigated 
-ani
appropriate action taken when indicated. The Departrnent may revoke an order of parole when the action is deemed
necessary' and return the youthful offender parolee to a correctional institution for further treatrnent. A youthful
offender is ultimately discharged unconditionally on or before six years from the date of his/her conviction.
The Act also provides that if the court finds the youthful offender will not derive benefit from treafinent, the
court may sentence the youthful offender under any other applicable penalty provision. Offenders so sentenced are also
placed in the custody of the Department of Corrections.
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Appnuox D
Supnnvrsno Funr,oucn
South Carolina enacted a Supervised Furlough Program in 1981, and the General Assembly modified the
Program in 1983, 1986, 1987, and 1993' Following is a summary of the program as provided for in Sections24-13-710
and24-13-720 S.C. Code of Laws.
The South Carolina Deparfinent of Corrections (SCDC) and the South Carolina Departnent of probation,
Parole, and Pardon Services (SCDPPPS) have developed a cooperative agreement for the operation of the Supervised
Furlough I and II Programs. These programs permit carefuliy ,r.""n"d and selected inmates who have served themandatory minimum scntence as required by law or have not committed any one of certain specified crimes to bet"E^9d on furlough prior to parole eligibility or maximum release eligibility under the supervision of the Deparfinent
of Probation, Parole and pardon Services. These exclusionary crimes ari:
Murder; armed robbery; assault and battery with intent to kill; kidnapping; conspiracy to kidnap; criminal
sexual conduct lst, 2nd, or 3rd degree; assault with intent to commit criminal ,"*uul .ondu"t lst, 2nd, or 3rd
degree; engaging child for sexual performance; lewd act on a child under 14 (attempting or committing);
criminal sexual conduct with a minor (attempting or committing); arson lst degree; drug trafficking section ii-
53-370(e); burglary lst degree; burglary 2nd degree section to-l t-: tz(u); voluntary mislaughter.
In addition, an inmate must not be serving a sentence enhanced under the habitual oflender act section 17-25-45. Neither can he/she be serving on one of the following "old" offenses: Burglary, amended June 30, 19g5,
section 16-3-310; rape, repealed in 1977 section l6-3-630fassault with intent tJravish, repealed section 16-3-
640; and accessory before the fact or attempt to commit any of the above. Inmates serving a youthful
Offender Act sentence and those imprisoned for contempt of court are also excluded.
The statute further provides that to be eligible for the program, an inmate musl (l) maintain a clear disciplinary
record for at least six months prior to consideration for plaiemint; (2) demonstrate io Departrnent of Corrections,
officials a general desire to become a law-abiding membir of societyj (3) satis$, any other reasonable requirements
imposed upon him/her by the Departrnent; and (4) have an identifiable need for and willingness to participate in
authorized community-based programs and rehabilitative services. For SFI releases, Section zi-tz-lto stipulates that
the inmate must have been committed to the State Deparhnent of Conections with a total sentence of five years or less as
the first or second adult commitment for a criminal offense for which the inmate received a sentence of one year ormore' For SFII releases, Section 24-13'720 stipulates not only that the inmate must have served six months
disciplinary free, but also must be within six months of the expiraiion of sentence.
The Department of Corrections has established certain criteria which must be met by an otherwise eligible
inmate: must not have any outstanding waffants, holds, wanteds, or detainers; must not have been removed from a
designated facility nor from participation in the Addictions Treatrnent Unit nor a community progmm within the six
months prior to the inmate's eligibility date for supervised furlough nor have committed a new offense with a sentence
of 9l days or more while on a community program; must not be released directly from a psychiatric unit; must not have
3:111,"t,:1:i .:Y:9 fro] elaRe within six months of eligibility; must not currenrly be a participant in the_- _--orv-r.!/,Extended work, Addictions Treatrnent unit, nor shock Incarceration .Programs; must not have a pending major
disciplinary action; and must have a residence in South Carolina verified and approved by the SCDpppS.
When placed in the Supervised Furlough Program, an inmate comes under the supervision of agents of the
Deparfrnent of Probation' Parole, and Pardon Services who ensure the inmate's compliance with the rules, regulations,
and conditions of the program' as well as monitoring the inmate's employment and participation in prescibed and
authorized rehabilitative programs. The inmate will stay on the program until parole etigiultity Lr expiration of sentence.
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on August 26, 1993, as a result of a suit filed by SCDC inmates during the previous fiscal year relating to the
eligibilify (selection) criteria and exclusion ofviolent offenders from participation on the Supervised Furlough II (SFII)
Program, the south carolina State Supreme court ruled that all inmates, sentenced prior to the June 15, lgn:legisiative
change to Section 24-13-720 (i.e. SFII) of the law, should be released if they met the minimum basic requirements of
that section (i.e., not serving a life sentence, within six(6) months of expiration of sentence, and maintained a clear
disciplinary record for at least six (6) months prior to placements on the program). In September 1993, 190 inmates
were released as ordered; however, on November 8, 1993, the South Carolina Stut" Sup."." Court further clarified that
there was no ex post facto violation in applying the amended statute's criteria (i.e., June 15, 1993, revision to Section
24'13-720) to individuals who committed offenses before its effective date. Therefore, the SCDC discontinued any
further court ordered early releases under SFII.
on March 14, 1995, the SCDC "suspended" further placement of inmates on the Supervised Furlough
Programs.
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Apprr.IDrx E
. :.
Eanxnn Wom Cnnur pnocnlpr
The Earned Work Credit (EWC) Program had its beginning in the Litter Contol Program, Act 496, 1978,
which substantially rewrote Section 24-13-230, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976. Currently, the SCDC Director is
authorized to allow a reduction of time served by inmates assigned to a productive duty assignment, or who are regularly
enrolled in academic, technical, or vocational training programs.
The Eamed Work Credit Program is a behavioral program to accustom inmates to work and instill a work ethic
by rewarding those who are productively employed.
The Director has determined the amount of credit to be earned for each duty classification or enrollment and
has published SCDC Policy 1700.1, which prescribes the guidelines and procedures for the, management and
administration of the program. At the end of the fiscal year, approximately 260 types ofjobs in SCDC institutions were
described and approved.
There are four job classification levels. Earned Work Credit is awarded on the basis of these classifications and
work performed in the assigned job. An inmate must work at least five hours per day or at least 25 hours per week to be
considered "full time" and awarded Eamed Work Credits. The job classification levels are:
Level2: One Eamed Work Credit for each two days worked.
Level 3: One Earned Work Credit for each three days worked.
Level 5: One Earned Work Credit for each five days worked.
Level 7: One Eamed Work Credit for each seven davs worked.
Most of the jobs available to inmates fall into the following broad categories: cafeteria and food service,
construction, education, farm work, industrial jobs in prison industries, institutional maintenance, printers and
photographers, public works projects, recreation, and staff clerical support. Additionally, some inmates are in
community placement (work release, extended work release, and supervised furlough) and may be engaged in any one
of hundreds ofjobs found in their local community.
There are limitations on the Earned Work Credit Program. Some of these are: anyone serving a life sentence
for murder, convicted after 5/21/85, with a mandatory twenty years to serve before parole eligibility, is now prohibited
from earning credits under the program; educational credits are not available to any individual convicted of a crime
designated as violent in Section I 6- I -60, Code of Laws of South Carolin a, 197 6; persons sentenced under the Shock
Incarceration Program or the Youthful Offender Act, and inmates serving sentences under the Interstate Corrections
Compact in South Carolina, are not eligible for EWC; the maximum annual credit for both work and educational credits
is limited to 180 days.
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The profile of inmates at each job classification level of productive work on June 30, 1995, was as follows:
Level FuIl Time part Time IlO, Of Innftc
Two: One day credit for
each two days worked 5,559 20 5,579 eg.6o/o)
Three: One day credit for
each three days worked 4,2i3 59 4,332 (22.2o/o)
Five: One day credit for
each five days worked 2,684 92 2,776 (14.2o/o)
Seven: One day credit for
each seven days worked 1,598 I l I l,7\g (g.S%)
Unassigned/Not Earning Credir* 5,129 O S,l2g e6.2%)
19,243 282 19,525 (100.0o/o)
*Inmates undergoing transfer, reception and evaluation processing, administrative disciplinary action,
unassigned, or on Death Row.
Eamed Work Credits have the effect of reducing the SCDC population level (by reducing the time served of
released inmates) and operational costs. Between July l, 1993, and June 30, 1995,atotal of 11,843 inmates were
released from SCDC. Of that number, 8,213 inmates (69.30/o) had their time served reduced via the productive work
provisions of the Litter Control Program.




Inmates who complete their sentences or are conditionally paroled, participate in this program. It offers
participants a series of pre-release training sessions at the Watkins Pre-Release Center, State park Correctional Center
(women), and the Blue Ridge Pre-ReleaseMork Center. Inmates on the 30-Day pre-Release program do not work in the
community.
Inmates participating in the Short-Term Work Program, Regular Work program, and Educational program
(terminated May, 1995) work in the community during the day and reside in SCDC work centers. These programs have
similar selection criteria but differ in terms of the inmates'remaining time to serve before eligibility for parole or other
forms of release.
Extended Work Program
This program, even though further placements were suspended March, 1995, allows the exceptional work
program inmate to continue employment in the community and reside with an approved community sponsor. program
participants continue to be responsible to the work center while under direci supervision of iocit ug"nt oi th,
Department of Probation, Parole and Pardon Services through a contractual arrangement between the two agencies.
Furloush Prosram
"AA" custody inmates within the Department were eligible to apply for 48-hour home visit furloughs four times
during the year: Easter, July 4th, Labor Day, and Christmas prior to their termination on February 24, 1995.
Furloughs, prior to their termination on February 24, 1995, were granted for inmates to attend the funeral of an
immediate family member, visit a critically/terminally ill family membe., ottain outside medical services not otherwise
available within the Departrnent, contact prospective employers, or secure a suitable residence for use upon release or
parole, or participate in educationaVtraining programs in the community.
Work Camp Program /Labor Crews
The Work Camp Program and Labor Crews are designed to provide a cost effective inmate labor force to
contracting agencies, counties, municipalities, public educational facilities, and public service districts utilizing
minimum security inmates. All labor crews, to include Work Camp labor crews, are uiilized by confiacting agencies to
provide labor for the purpose of public improvement. Inmates assigned to the Work camp 
-nogram 
are non-violent
offenders with a sentence of eight years or less with no limiting physiial or mental conditions. Work Camp designation
terminated in June, 1995.
Early Release Programs
These programs, until suspension on March 14, lgg5, allowed for the early release of inmates from the South
Carolina Department of Corrections prior to parole or expiration of sentence in orier to alleviate prison overcrowding
and to continue treafinent in the community while under the supervision of the South Carolina Departrnent of probatioq
Pardon and Parole Services. As provided by legislation and those agreements between tfre Scoc and SCDpppS,
inmates were released to the Supervised Furlough I, Supervised Furlough II, Emergency powers Act I, and Emergency
Powers Act II, Supervised Furlough IllEmergency Powers Act I, and Court Ordered Release programs.
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Community Residential Progrrm
Inmates participating in the work program may be firther placed at one of the conrmunity residcntial homes
provided under contract with the Alston Wilkes Socicty, a non-profit eleemosynary organization that assisB active
inmates and those released from the South Carolina Dcpartn€nt of Corrections.




The Shock Probation Program was authorized in South Carolina under the Omnibus Criminat Justice
Improvements Act of 1986. The law governing this program was repealed in June 1990, when a new, but similar,
Shock Incarceration Program was implemented. Previously, judges sentenced offenders directly to the program. This
legislation allowed corrections' officials to select offenders who have already been sentenced to the Departnent of
Corrections. The purpose of the change was to ensure that the program would reduce prison crowding by diverting
young non-violent offenders with no previous incarceration experience from prison. In September,1992, the law was
expanded to increase the age eligibility from 17 - 25 to 17 - 29. On June 7,1995, the General Assembly passed
legislation again making Shock Incarceration a sentencing altemative for use by judges only; effective January l,1996.
There are currently two ways an offender can be placed in the Shock Incarceration Program. The first is for the
South Carolina Departnent of Corrections to select qualified participants. Offenders received through reception centers
who meet the eligibility criteria and volunteer to participate are reviewed by a Shock Incarceration Screening
Committee. Applications and recommendations of the committee are referred to the Division of Community Services,
as of April, 1995, for approval. (Prior to this date, the Division of Classification was responsible for this program.)
Before the final decision is made, information received from law enforcement officials and victims is considered. To be
eligible for Shock Incarceration, an inmate must:
. Be less than 30 at the time of admission to SCDC;
' Be eligible for parole in two years or less, or if unsentenced, subject to being sentenced to five years or more
or being revoked from probation;
' Have no violent convictions as defined in Section l6- 1-60 or by the Departrnent of Corrections;
' Have no prior incarceration in an adult state correctional facility or Shock Probation Incarceration Program;
. Be physically and mentally able to participate;
. Have no major detainers, wanteds, or holds pending.
A second way an offender can be placed in the Shock Incarceration Program is through a court referral.
Judges can sentence eligible offenders to the Deparfinent ofCorrections for a period of 15 working days for evaluation
in a South Carolina Departrnent of Corrections' reception center. The Deparhnent of Corrections, in conjunction with
the Deparfrnent ofProbation, Parole, and Pardon Services, prepares a presentence evaluation report for the Judge and
returns the offender to court with recommendations for sentencing. Based on these recommendations the judge may
sentence an offender to the Shock lncarceration Program. The offender can then be transferred immediately to the South
Carolina Department of Corrections. Bedspace is normally available for placement in the program within two weeks of
arrival. Judges who do not want to delay sentencing can make a recommendation for the Shock Incarceration Program
on the commitrnent order. These cases are handled through the Department of Corrections selection process and Judges
are advised ofthe disposition ofeach case.
The mission of the Shock Incarceration Program is to change lives by instilling discipline. positive attitude.
value. and behavior. The goals are to:
. Deter crime by making a future offense a more onerous threat;
. Habilitate the offender;
' Improve self-esteem, self-control, and ability to cope with challenging and stressful situations by experiencing
strict, but not harsh, discipline;
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' Provide opportunities for self-disciplin-e, hard work, physical well-being, education, counseling, and raining
to address problems related to criminality such as sub-stince abuse/addiciion, and joli seeking sliiils;
' Punish by placing the offender in a more severe alternative than such community sanctions as probation;
' flanage risk by selecting high-risk, non-violent offenders, to age 30, who otherwise would serye a regular
incarcerative sentence :
' Reduce crowding and cut costs through this altemative to long-term incarceration.
In Shock Incarceration, adult offenders from the ages of 17 to 29 are confined at a South Carolina Deparfinent
of Conections' facility for 90 days during which time the offender participates in an intensive program of discipline,
work, strenuous physical activities, and programs. When they successfully complete Shock Incarceration, offenders are
automatically paroled and supervised in the community by the Departrnent of hobation, Parole, and Pardon Services.
The South Carolina Shock Incarceration Program incorporates approximately seven hours of meaningful
employnent each day, Monday through Friday. Not only does the Deparfinent benef,rt from the offender's labor at the
institution, but numerous city, state, and federal agencies benefit as well. This provides meaningful employment and
also creates a sense of acceptance and good feelings from the community.
Squads of offenders have worked on projects cutting trees for fence posts, building and repairing fences,
clearing drainage ditches and cleaning trash along public highways, providing labor crews for the local recreation
deparfrnent, as well as grounds maintenance/lawn mowing, and other projects for the institutions. More recent projects
have involved the reclamation of the old inmate cemetery on Elmwood Avenue in Columbia, providing assistance to the
Deparfrnent Training Academy in developing an outdoor physical training course, relocation of several state agency
offices, and assisting the Clemson Experimental Station in maintaining orchards. During severe emergencies, such as
Hurricane Hugo and flooding, they cleared highways and built dams to protect property.
Following a full day of work, offenders participate for three hours in educational programs and study each
weekday. The South Carolina Departrnent of Corrections is especially proud of the work being done in the educational
sphere and the success in helping many non-high school graduates, entering the program earn their High School
Equivalency Certificates. In addition, offenders participated in structured programs for substance abuse, life skills, and
release planning.
The South Carolina Department of Conections presently operates a 192-bed Shock Incarceration Unit for males
at Wateree River Corectional Institution and a 29-bed Shock Incarceration Unit for females at the Women's
Corectional Institution. The program has been successful in diverting non-violent offenders from longer prison
sentences and as a result saved the South Carolina Department of Corrections 2.6 million dollars in the first year under
the new law. In l99l the Thames Unit for men was doubled in size increasing the estimated savings to 6 million dollars
per year. This does not take into account the cost reduction of keeping repeat offenders out of the system or the benef,rt
of the labor that the inmates provide.
During the FY 94-95 a total of 697 male and female inmates were placed in this program. In the same period,
809 Shock Incarceration participants completed the program and were paroled. Most current recidivism data show that
about 19.8% female and 29.9o/o male participants had returned to SCDC after serving their sentences in the Shock
lncarceration Program.
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Appnxnx H
Sourn Clnouxl's Tnx Rncrox.lr, Couxcu,s (Pulxurxc Drsrnrcrs)
In 1971, local govemments throughout the state formed regional councils - sometimes called planning disticts
- to act on their behalf. The councils provide a variety of services requested by their local govemments, including grants
administration, economic development assistance, and planning and management assistance. The services vary from
region to region, depending on local needs and priorities. The councils do not pass legislation, enforce laws or levy
taxes. Their goal is to work with local govemments and public agencies to increase efficiency and effectiveness.
Presently, the ten regional councils are composed of the following counties:
l. Appalachian Council of Govemments - Anderson, Cherokee, Greenville, Oconee,
Pickens, and Spartanburg.
?. Upper Savannah Council of Governments - Abbeville, Edgefield, Greenwood, Laurens,
IvlcCormick, and Saluda. (Edgefield county is in the SCDC Midlands Correctional
Region.)
3. Catawba Regional Planning Council - Chester, Lancaster, York, and Union. (Chester and
Lancaster counties are in the SCDC Midlands Conectional Region.)
4. Central Midlands Regional Planning Council - Fairfield, Lexington, Newberry, and
Richland.
5. Lower Savannah Council of Governments - Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg, Barnwell,
Calhoun, and Orangeburg. (Allendale County is in the SCDC Coastal Correctional
Region.)
6. Santee-Lynches Council for Governments - Clarendon, Kershaw, Lee, and Sumter.
7. Pee Dee Regional Council of Govemments - Chesterfield, Darlington, Dillon, Florence,
Marion, and Marlboro.
8. Waccamaw Regional Planning and Development Council - Georgetown, Horry, and
Williamsburg.
9. Berkeley - Charleston - Dorchester Council of Govemments - Berkeley, Charleston, and
Dorchester.
10. Lowcountry Council of Governments - Beaufort, Colleton, Hampton, and Jasper.
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Appnxox I
Couxrrns Coupnrsnrc Sourn Cmor,rxl Juorcw, Cncurrs
The General Assembly has divided the state into sixteen judicial circuits, and prescribed that one judge shall be
elected from the fust, second, sixth, twelfth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth circuits, and two judges shall be elected
from each ofthe others. Thesejudges are elected by the General Assembly for a term ofsix years, as are six additional
circuit judges without regard to county or circuit of residence. The Circuit Court is a general trial court with original
jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases. Currently, the sixteen judicial circuits are composed of the following counties:
I : Calhoun...Dorchester...Orangeburg
2: Aiken...Bamberg...Barnwell
3 : Clarendon...Lee... Sumter... Williamsburg




8 : Abbevi I Ie... Greenwood... Laurens...Newberrv
9: Charleston...Berkelev
l0: Anderson...Oconee
I 1 : Edgefield...Lexington...McCormick...Saluda
l2: Florence...Marion
I 3: Greenville...Pickens
I 4 : Allendale... Beaufort... Colleton...Hampton... Jasper
l5: Georgetown...Horry
16: Union...York
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